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It is our policy to buy and serve fish
from sustainable and well managed fisheries

Sustainable fish buying policy

We take sustainability seriously, and with demand of sustainable fish stocks increasing
rapidly over recent years we ensure we buy and sell seafood only from our MSC certified fish
supplier, Collin seafood’s Ltd, www.collinseafoods.co.uk. We buy only the highest quality fish which
is fully traceable, as we believe it is important to know what you are eating and where it has come from.
We use the online grading system from MCS at www.fishonline.org when deciding on different species to purchase.
This grading system helps ensure we choose only the most sustainable fish and ensure we know which fish are under pressure,
and which fish to avoid.
Our primary fish sold is msc certified cod, followed closely by msc certified haddock, however we are continuously adding
different sustainable species to our menu for our customers to try out and in turn is effectively educating them on different ranges
of sustainable seafood available.
We believe the following should be carried out in order for fish to be labelled sustainable:
A responsible fishery will take into account sustainable measures and recognise when stocks may need to recover.
Fish will come from a responsible fishery which does not contribute to the current problem of over-fishing.
A well-managed and sustainable fishery must be able to preserve fish stock at a manageable level whilst maintaining a
healthy environment.
A responsible fishery takes into account the minimum management or legal requirements governing a fishery.
Sustainability is a key word within our industry and we feel it is very important that we do as much as
possible to ensure it will be stable for the future generations. This is why when buying our fish we use
a supplier with full knowledge of sustainability and how important it is to our industry. We buy only
from a merchant accredited as a sustainable supplier with the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC).
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